Code: Z179F
Rev A

INSTRUCTIONS

Contents:
1
2.
3.
4.

2 x Alloy mounts with pre fitted poly bushes and centre tubes.
2 x M16 nyloc nut
2 x large chamfered washers
1 x grease satchel

Fitting: (Please read the complete instructions before commencing work).
1. Lift the front of the car with wheels at full droop and support on vehicle safety stands.
Note; Vehicles equipped with manual transmission. For ease of removal and fitment, remove gearbox
crossmember.
2. Loosen existing rear lower control arm nut.
3. Remove lower control arm rear bush bracket to chassis bolts.
4. Remove rear control arm-rear mount nut. Slide OE mount off the control arm.(use a lever to pry control arm
away from the body).
5. Inspect and clean end of control arm ensuring that there is no residual dirt or rubber bonded to any mounting
surface. Clean as necessary. Failure to do so may result in premature wear and bush noise.
6. Select appropriate mount (#1) and lightly grease (#4) all bush to metal surfaces.
NOTE: Vehicles with alloy control arm have a remountable flange face washer that MUST be retained.
7. Reverse the procedure and refit new alloy mount (#1) to control arm. Note the orientation of the mount/bush,
large bush flange to face front.
8. Loosely fit new nyloc nut (#2) and new chamfered washer (#3) supplied. Note the orientation of the washer,
chamfered side to face bush.
8. Refit OEM mounting bolts, do not tighten at this stage.
9. Repeat procedure for the other side.
10. Lower the vehicle back to normal ride height and bounce the front of the vehicle. Tighten mount to chassis
bolts to 250 Nm (184 ft-lb). Then tighten control arm to rear mount nut to 190 Nm (140 ft-lb).
11. Test drive, and re-tension all fittings.
12. Check wheel alignment, and adjust as required.
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Warning: Please drive carefully while you accustom yourself to the changed vehicle behaviour.

